The irreducibility of the energy representation of the group of smooth mappings from a Riemannian manifold of dimension d > 3 into a compact semisimple Lie group is proven. The nonequivalence of the representations associated with different Riemann structures is also proven for d > 3. The case d = 2 is examined and irreducibility and nonequivalence results are also given. The reducibility in the case d = I is pointed out (in this case the commutant contains a representation equivalent with the energy representation).
1. INTRODUCTION In this paper we study the energy representation of the group GX of smooth mappings with compact support from a Riemannian manifold X into a semisimple compact Lie group G. Such representations have been introduced in [l-4] . The irreducibility and the mutual nonequivalence of REPRESENTATIONS OF GROUPS OFMAPPINGS 319 such representations for different metrics depend strongly on the dimension of X and the first proof of these properties was given by Ismagilov [ 1 ] in the case d> 5 and G = SU2. The crucial point in the Ismagilov's proof [ 1, Theorem 31 is a result about the Gaussian measure on the Schwartz space 8'(U), U an open set in IRd, with covariance given by the Laplacian and its translations by linear combinations of Dirac measures. Vershik, Gelfand and Graev [2] were able to improve the method of Ismagilov. First, they show that the algebraic elements in the proof are essentially the same when G is an arbitrary compact semisimple Lie-group (this is remarked without proof in [ I] ) and more importantly they extend for d > 4 the result about the Gaussian measure, alluded to above, by developing a different method and hence obtaining the irreducibility and the nonequivalence results for d > 4.
In the present paper we tackle the case d > 3 and also give results on the remaining cases, d = 2 and d = 1. As far as the irreducibility and nonequivalence results are concerned, the algebraic part of our work is the same as that used in [ 1, 21, however, we differ from those papers by having a stronger method of controlling the Gaussian measure mentioned above. Our main technical tool is in fact Theorem 4.1 below, which is concerned with that Gaussian measure; and this result is in fact an extension of the recent results which served to proved the triviality of the exponential interaction Pm: in the cases d > 3 for all a or d = 2 for 1 a / big in quantum field theory [8, 91 (see also [lo, 111) .
In Section 2 we give the definitions; we describe the problems and state the results. In Section 3 we reduce the proof of the results to estimations on Gaussian measures which are given in Section 4.
THE GROUP GX AND ITS ENERGY REPRESENTATION. DESCRIPTION AND STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS
Let X be a Riemannian manifold of dimension d and let G be a compact semisimple Lie group with Lie algebra g. Let GX be the space of C"-functions from X to G with compact support. GX is a group with respect to the pointwise multiplication.
The space of smooth l-forms with values in g will be denoted by Q(g). If o E Q(g) then w(x) is a linear operator from the tangent space r,(X) at x of X into the Lie algebra g. Q(g) is a vector space and it is a real prehilbert space if one defines the scalar product by
where p(x) dx is a measure on X with strictly positive P-density p(x) with respect to the volume measure dx on X, and where w(x)* is the adjoint of o(x) with respect to the canonical Euclidean structure on 7',(X) and the Euclidean structure on g given by (--K), K being the Killing form. The symbol Sp denotes the normalized trace in the space of linear operators on g.
Note that, except for d = 2, we can always reduce ourselves to the case p(x) = 1 by using another Riemann structure on X.
We denote by H(g) the complex Hilbert space generated by Q(g). The elements of H(g) can be identified with currents on X with values in the complexification gc of g, using the canonical identification of g with its dual. These currents are actually (classes for the equality almost everywhere with respect to dx of) locally integrable sections of the bundle T(X)* @ gc. G* acts on H(g) by the pointwise adjoint representation V, i.e., for yEGX, coEH(g) we have V'(Y) w)(x) = Adv(x) Mx>, which we also write as
Due to the invariance of the Killing form with respect to the adjoint representation, this formula defines a unitary representation V of GX acting on the classes of sections.
The right logarithmic derivative defined by
is an element of O(g) and /I is a one-cocycle (the so-called Maurer-Cartancocycle) with respect to the representation V. This means that for all v/, q E GX P('n) = VW> P((P> + P(w)* (2.4) Let now 8(B) be the Fock space built over the one particle space H(g), i.e.,
where H(g)$& is the symmetric Hilbert n-fold tensor product of H(g) with itself and the sum is a direct Hilbert one. Then one defines a representation U of GX in eHtg), the so called energy represenfation of GX (associated with the weight p) ([l-4]), by giving the action of U(w), YE Gx, on the total set of coherent states {ewlo E H(g)}, with ew = C,"=O (l/n!)(o @ . . . @ o) ( see, e.g., [5, 141) The irreducibility of the energy representation has been proven for dim X > 5 (in the case G = SU2) by Ismagilov [l] and for dim X > 4 by Vershik, Gelfand and Graev [2] . In the present paper we improve this to d > 3 and we also discuss the interesting situations that arise for d = 1, 2. Let us formulate shortly the main results of the present paper: There is a natural conjecture concerning the case d = 2 and 2 < v'&$$ for any root of g and some point x E X, namely, that the energy representation associated with the weight p should be reducible. This is based on results obtained [ 131 ( see also [8, 9] ) for the exponential interaction in quantum field theory. The remaining cases for d = 2 are also in close relation with as yet unsolved problems of quantum field theory with exponential interaction; on the basis of [lo] one should actually obtain irreducibility in the whole region (AI > v'-.
Concerning reducibility in the region I/l I < dm 7~ x we have presently only the following weaker result: 
ALGEBRAIC PART OF THE PROOFS
Let us start by choosing a maximal torus T in G and let t be the associated Cartan subalgebra in g. Let t1 be the orthogonal complement of t in g. The following objects are defined as before, replacing G by T and g by t resp. P: TX, Q(t), a(P), H(t), H(I). Remark that e"(') and e?('l) are canonically imbedded in Peg), as ?(') @ e" resp. e" @ ?(I'), and one has (see, e.g., IS]).
Let ?' be the set of smooth functions with compact support in X and with values in t. The element exp A of TX c GX defined by
and one can easily check that
where W(dA) is the Weyl operator associated with u!A E O(t) c H(t) c H(g) defined by
w(dA) ew = e-~~dAll*/Z e-(w.dA)ew+dA (3.5) for all w E H(t), and we use the notation e"' for the operator on p(g) defined by Fe" = eMw (3.6)
for w E H(g) and M an operator on H(g).
In formula (3.4) the part eYCexpA) is easily diagonalized. First of all, it leaves invariant the subspaces H(t)& and in each of these spaces, using a decomposition of (t')' with root vectors in g', one sees that ev(exp.4) acts multiplicatively. Then there is a direct integral decomposition of the restriction of U to the set exp (?'), on a constant Bore1 field of Hilbert spaces all isomorphic to $I('), given by
where Q, is the set of elements of (?)' which are of the form XtA) = 2 ajCA(xj)) j=l (3.8) for some xj E X, aj E 9, denoting by 9 the space of roots of g. In (3.7) one also uses the measure space structure on @ which is given by identifying @ with the disjoint union of (XX 9):,, for n = 0, 1,2,..., (we use the convention (X X Z-P)&, = (O}). @ has a natural Bore1 structure. v is the measure on @ whose restriction v" to (XX .9)&,,, is @(x) dx 0 N)'", where N is the counting measure (see, e.g., [ 141). v is thus the canonical Poisson measure on @. As it is well known, the spectral measure associated with W(dA) is the Gaussian measure ,U on (?')' with Fourier transform i@) = exp C-4 IId II'>.
(3.9)
We can summarize the preceding discussion by the following. PROPOSITION 3.1. The spectral measure associated with the restriction of U to exp rY is the convolution ,u * v of ,u and v, where ,u is the Gaussian measure on (1y)' with Fourier transform (3.9) and v is the canonical Poisson measure on @.
The crucial point in the proof of Theorem 2.1 is the following lemma, which will be proven in Section 4. Let us say that two probability measures p and ,D' are disjoint if there exist two measurable sets which are disjoint and have measure 1 for ~1 and ,u', respectively. LEMMA 3.2. Let ,u be the Gaussian measure on (p)' with Fourier transform (3.9) . Then p * v, and ,u * v2 are disjoint, for any mutually disjoint probability measures v, and v2 on @.
Let us now formulate two important corollaries of this lemma. For the proofs of these Corollaries see Lemmas 2,3 of [2] . The irreducibility of U in the cyclic component of e" follows from Corollary 3.3. In fact, let Q be an operator in the cornmutant of U(GX), then U is decomposable with respect to the decomposition (3.7) for any Cartan subalgebra t in g. The projection onto 8"' in Ptg) is diagonalized and it follows that eHu) is invariant by Q for any Cartan subalgebra t in g. Thus Qe" belongs to eHu) for any Cartan subalgebra t in g. By the semisimplicity of G, Qe" is a scalar multiple of e" and this is just the irreducibility of U(GX) in the cyclic component of e".
Moreover, using Corollary 3.4, we can actually prove that e" is a cyclic vector. To see this we remark that the von Neumann algebra U(GX)" contains all operators
for w E GX, A E g", and the cyclicity of e" follows from (51 and the following Lemma. Proof. The proof is a consequence of Ref. [ 13, pp. 45,461 . Note that ,U is the transform of the free Euclidean field measure pf of [ 131 with Dirichlet boundary conditions on aA' and mass zero by the transformation <-' < * G,, G,(y) = G(x -y) being the kernel of the inverse of the Laplacian operator with zero boundary conditions. One has for v with support on aBxr the right-hand side being the exponential interaction on X, which is shown in [ 131 to be in L*(d&) for all a < dm.
Since r induces a unitary transformation of L*(dp) to L*(d&) this implies d(u * v)/dp E L*(dp). The general case of v with support on (x1 6,, + . . . + a,~?,., is treated by the same method. I
The proof of Theorem 2.2 follows immediately from Lemma 3.6, using an atlas on X. The proof of Theorem 2.3 is based on the following lemma, as we shall see in Section 4, together with the proof of the lemma. LEMMA 3.1. Let l-J,, U, be the energy representations of GX associated with two weights p0 and p, such that pO(x) #PI(x) for all x E X. Let ,u,,,ul be the Gaussian measures with Fourier transforms (3.9) (the norm 11 11 depending on pO, p,). Let v be any bounded measure on @ with v{O} = 0. Then one has that ,u, * v is disjoint from ,ul * v and from ,u, .
RESULTS ON GAUSSIAN MEASURES AND PROOF OF THE BASIC RESULTS
The main result of this paper, which yields also the proof of the Theorems 2.1, and 2.3, is the following In the case d = 2 using dilations in R* and the invariance of the Dirichlet form under dilations, one can suppose that B, is replaced by B,+, with B,,, c B, and such that the oscillation of the C" function p on B,,, is less than l/p. We can then procede further as in the case d > 3. 1
Let now @A for ,I > 0 be the set of all linear combinations of 6, for x E X with coefficients in AZ. @,% is equipped with a Bore1 structure similar to the one of @, replacing &? by (A} in the definition given in Section 3. (iii) ifE is a Bore1 set in Qp, -(O), then the set Q" = U,,, Q"' + 9 is universally measurable in W(X).
ProoJ: Property (i) is trivial. Property (iii) follows from the fact that if M is the Bore1 set in g'(X) X (@A -{0)) X (2 -(0)) x X X N defined by and the result is a consequence of the theorem on the universal measurability of analytic sets (e.g., [6] ).
Suppose now (ii) is false, then there exist 9r, 9*, 9, #(Do, a, E Qq', a, E Q"' with a, + 9, = a2 + 9*. As 9, f (02, there exists x such that 6, appears with different coefftcients Ap,, Apzp, with p, ,p2 E Z. Taking now n such that B, fl supp 9 = (x) one gets %,G-4> + J(Po, -Pz) 6, = %&A which, however, contradicts the definition of QV*, thus proving the Lemma. I We shall now prove the Lemma 3.2. Taking an orthonormal basis in t, one can suppose that dim t = 1, so that ? = g(X), (?')I = S?'(X), and that CD is replaced by some Gn with A > 0 (see [ 12, pp. 122-1361) . Let E,, E, be Bore1 subsets on Gin such that vI(E,) = 1, vz(E,) = 1 and E, f' E, = 0. If E, = (0) then the function 9 -p(Q@ -9) is v2 -almost everywhere zero for some 9 # 0, as a consequence of Lemma 4.3ii). This allows us to suppose that E, and E, are in @A -{O). One has Cu * Vi)(QE') = J' P Ei 
In the case d > 3 one has GP01,2" (x,x) > Mp'G,,2n(0) hence by (4.11) we have that (4.18) goes to zero as n + co. In the case d = 2 we can draw the same conclusion if To prove part (iii) of Theorem 4.1 we first observe that ,u,,, ,u, as defined by (4.3) are disjoint, being Gaussian measures to different scalar products, by well known results on Gaussian measures.
On the other hand, for the set Q,, whose definition is independent of the p,, a = 1,2, we have ,D, (Qb) = 1, a = I,2 under above choices of A, b for d=2.
But for d>3 or d=2, (A1>4@M2/m3'*, we have ,u,(Q* + As,) = 0, as shown above. Hence the set Qb has also property (iii) of Theorem 4.1. 1 5. THE ONE DIMENSIONAL CASE Let G be a semisimple compact Lie group and g its Lie algebra, equipped with the inner product (<, , &) = -K(r,, r,), where K is the Killing form. g has then a positive definitive inner product (,) which is invariant under the coadjoint action of G on g.
Let r(t) be the generalized stochastic process [ 151 which gives the standard white noise process on g, i.e., for any f E L,(R; g) we have that
is a Gaussian random variable with mean zero and variance ]]f]]: = j(f(t), f(t)) dt. The standard Wiener process starting at 0 for t = 0 is then given by
It is well known that IV(t) is continuous for almost all realizations. The standard Brownian motion q(t) on G is the stochastic process on G given by the following stochastic differential equation
Another way to describe the solutions of (5.3) is to observe that the Wiener process IV(t) has almost surely continuous realizations hence defines a measure pu, on C(R + ; g), the space of continuous functions on R ' with values in g. Moreover the integral equation This gives a mapping from C(R ' ; g) into C(R ', G). The image ,u,, of the Wiener measure ,u, by this map is the measure on C(R+, G) corresponding to the standard Brownian process v(t;h) on G which starts at h at t = 0. r(t;h) is a Markov process and it is well known that s(t -s; h) converges in probability to a homogeneous process r(t) as s + co, independent of h. q(t) is called the standard Brownian motion on G and satisfies (5.3). To r(t) there corresponds a measure ,U on C(R;G) which we call the standard Brownian motion measure on C(R ; G). Let S = R/Z and let ,D,, be the measure on C(S; G) obtained by conditioning the measure ,u on C(R, G) with respect to the condition ~(0) = q( 1). We shall refer to this measure ,u~ as the standard Brownian motion measure on C(S, G). It is well known that the measure ,u does only depend on the Riemann structure on G, i.e., the left invariant Riemann structure given by the negative Killing form. That is to say for any Riemann manifold there is a unique standard Brownian motion, and in the case of a compact semisimple Lie-group with the left invariant Riemann structure given by the negative Killing form the unique standard Brownian motion is given by q(t). Now since the adjoint action of G, as well as the inversion q + r-', leave the Riemann structure invariant we have the following proposition. respectively, where 1 I* = (,). H(S, G) and H(R, G) are complete metric groups in the Sobolev metrics given by the square roots of the expressions in (5.5) . See [3] . N ow (5.3) gives us a map q(t)-c(t) = r,-'(t) dy(t) of C(R, G) in S'(R, g), the space of tempered distributions with values in g, which takes the standard Brownian motion on G into the standard white noise in g. Moreover we see that for any ~1 E H(R, G) we have under this map
Hence if v(t) + r(t) then (5.7) That is in the space of white noise, i.e., S'(R, g) we see that the right multiplication by H(R, G) is realized as the action of the Sobolev Lie group on the dual of the g-valued one forms on R. The same formula holds of course for the Sobolev Lie group H(S, G). Hence we get that ,U as well as ,u~ are quasi invariant under right translations by elements in H(R, G), respectively, H(S, G) and that the unitary representation of H(R, G) (H(S, G)) in L2ti) (L2cUo)) given by (u,f)(r) = (3) 1'2 f(w) (5.8) (resp. the same with ,D replaced by ,uJ is unitarity equivalent to the cyclic component of the vacuum of the energy representation of the Sobolev Lie group H(R, G), (H(S, G)). H ence we have proved the following theorem.
THEOREM 5.2. The unitary representations of the Sobolev Lie groups H(R, G) and H(S, G) induced by the right translation v+ nick on L,(dp), respectively L,(dp,), in the following way: and are unitarily equivalent to the cyclic component of the vacuum of the energy representation of the corresponding Sobolev Lie groups. Moreover the unitary equivalences are given by the mapping q + d?(t) n-'(t) from C(R, G) (C(S, G)) into the dual space of the g-valued one forms on R(S). a By Proposition 5.1 we have that ,u and iuo are both invariant under v(t) -+ v(t)-'. Now since this mapping takes right translations into left translations, we get that p as well as iuo are quasi invariant under left translation by elements in the corresponding Sobolev Lie groups. Hence the unitary left translation V, and v", defined by (5.9) and correspondingly for v", are unitary representations of the Sobolev Lie groups which are unitarily equivalent to U, and u",, respectively, hence again unitarily equivalent to the energy representation. On the other hand it is obvious that U and V commute and therefore we get the following theorem. THEOREM 5.3. The energy representation of the Sobolev Lie groups H(R, G) and H(S, G) is reducible. In fact, in the cyclic component of the vacuum, the commutant to the algebra generated by the energy representation contains in both cases a unitary representation which is equivalent with the energy representation.
